
Society of Plastics Engineers Detroit Section Board Meeting Minutes                                                                   
May 8, 2023 Meeting

Meeting Location
ZOOM and ACC

Board Member Attendance- Lyle Beadle, Dawn Cooper, Neil Fuenmayor, Mary Gilliam – Dave 
Okonski held proxy, Mahmoodul Haq, Todd Hogan – Tom Miller held proxy, Sandra McClelland, 
Adrian Merrington – Bob Petrach held proxy, Tom Miller, Dave Okonski, Bob Petrach, Rob Philp, 
Tom Pickett, Martin Popella, Tom Powers, Armando Sardanopoli, Laura Shereda, Keith Siopes, 
Sassan Tarahomi, Fang Wang, Eve Vitale, Bill Windscheif.  22 of 22 voting members present with 
proxies. (quorum met)
Emeritus Board Member Present – Norm Kakarala
Guest – Dillon Frost, SPE Past scholarship recipient (2015-2018), Detroit Section member and 
Assistant Manager, Sales & Marketing- Automotive & Rubbers/Elastomers Group Mitsui Plastics.

Meeting Call to order
Meeting was called to order at 5:30 pm by President Neil Fuenmayor.
Neil introduced guest Dillon Frost and had Dillon give us some of his background.

Roll Call  Neil Fuenmayor
Neil had us go around the room and then did role of on-line participants, record is above.  

Approval of the Minutes  Neil Fuenmayor
Minutes of 2023-03-13 Board Meeting were pending approval.
Neil Fuenmayor referenced the copy of 2023-03-13 Bob resent yesterday, 2023-05-07, with 
corrections suggested by Eve. There were no corrections or additions. Rob Philp moved minutes be 
approved, Bill Windscheif seconded and motion was approved by voice vote. Norm asked if we still 
report minutes to SPE. Bob said that we do. Dave and Norm said that they thought it was no longer
a requirement as it was a part of Pinnacle Award qualification. Consensus was to continue 
regardless.

President’s Message Neil Fuenmayor
Neil reviewed some of his slides.

BOD Membership Updates: 
Treasurer (for 2023-24 Term, effective July 1) as reported at March meeting - 
Dave Okonski taking over for Tom Powers; meeting is scheduled 06/19/23 for hand off and for 
banking account/transfer activities, etc. at Fifth Third Bank



Membership Chair  & Next Gen. Advisor 
Membership Chair  & Next Gen. Advisor jobs were consolidated. Meeting held 03/17/23. Dr. Haq 
(Chair) takes over, Laura Shereda remains on membership (Membership Comm. Member) effective 
03/17/23.committee as support.

Officers’ Lunch Held (2) informal “Officers’ Lunch” meetings (03/09/23 and 04/24/23), 
President, President elect, First VP and Second VP to work on plans and assignments.
There is a necessary BOD Officer change proposal. Fang Wang (current President Elect) has asked 
to delay her ascension to the Presidency (scheduled to be effective 07/01/23) by 1 year.
Current Officer Status for 2023-2024     Proposed Officer Status 2023-2024
President: Fang Wang President: Rob Philp
President Elect: Rob Philp President Elect: Fang Wang
1st Vice President: Dawn Cooper 1st Vice President: Dawn Copper
2nd Vice President: Mary Gilliam 2nd Vice President: Mary Gilliam

After Neil explained rationale, Sassan moved (seconded by Tom Powers) that proposal be 
accepted, Rob Philp will be moved to 2023-2024 President and Fang will continue as President 
Elect in 2023+-2024. Motion was approved by voice vote.

Neil directed Committee chairs to have budgets fro 2023-2024 in to Tom Powers by May 31. If you 
have new ideas or programs include it.

Neil has a contact list in draft mode and will send out for people to verify their information.
He noted he liked format Eve had in newsletter but that is in pdf format which not everyone can 
edit. Eve offered to edit for Neil, but Neil would like to have one master document and thought 
President should control. 

Neil is working on Board Roster for 2023-2024 to be turned in to SPE. All board members must be 
current SPE members. Make sure you check your status.  

Please make every effort to attend planning meeting in person at MSU on Crooks Road in Troy on 
June 19.

Neil said that new SPE Detroit membership table was used at AutoEPCON. Table was unmanned 
but did generate several conversations and seemed to be well received. Neil asked Laura to pull a 
membership report to see if there was any bump after AutoEPCON to see is efforts to get new 
members had any results.

Treasurer’s Report Tom Powers
Tom reviewed Check register and Performance to Budget files. Budget is on schedule.
Recent Check for $500 to MSU student chapter is not in this report. Tom noted that for budget 
most of it is historically based. Neil did emphasize that cost have gone up so there my be some 
adjustments as well as changes for expansion of programs. Tom did point out that the costs for the 
SPE Detroit membership table including the TV and items for giveaways as well as the unexpected 
need to replace Karen’s laptop were covered in budget line 10.2 Special Items under 10 -
Administrative Expenses - and noted we still were under the budget on this line.



Tom noted TPO typically has expenses and income out of phase from our fiscal year but also noted 
that this was not a problem. Norm noted that SPE has changed fiscal year to 1/1 through 12/31 
and asked if we should do the same. Sassan noted it can be done but some quarterly returns would
be required to be filed. Sandra pointed out that current 7/1-6/30 fiscal year works well with the 
Education budget as it follows a typical school year. She would favor keeping our fiscal year as is.
After much discussion Neil said we’d review at the next Executive Board meeting which will be after
the June planning meeting.
Bob moved to accept the Treasurer’s Report as presented by Tom Powers. Dave seconded. 
Motion passed on voice vote.

E-Communications Keith Siopes
Neil moved Keith’s report in the agenda as Keith had to leave early. He reminded us that Keith is 
responsible for e-Communications, not the entire Communications function and we still are looking for a 
communications Chair.
Keith thanked people for posting on LinkedIn and encouraged more posting and sharing. Contents of Keith’s
slide follow.
LinkedIn – Detroit Speaker



 Reviewed & Replied to relevant posts (e.g. Likes, Congrats, Happy Birthday, Happy Anniversary etc.)
 Posted Link to May 2023 Newsletter
 Posted Auto EPCON URL link & Schedule
 Posted Thanks to Auto EPCON Sponsors, Speakers, Panelists, Attendees & Volunteers
 Posted  & Re-Posted Golf Outing Notice
 Shared posts on personal LinkedIn page
 BOD- Please share posts on personal LinkedIn Page

TPO Conference Video
 Update complete & posted on https://auto-tpo.com/

Councilor’s Report Sassan Tarahomi
Sassan apologized for missing October 31, 2022 Virtual Councilor meeting. He reviewed his first 
slide, a compilation of slides from that meeting. If you are interested in the full report, let Sassan 
know and he will send. This is the slide but when magnified, much of text is too fuzzy to read.

Next Sassan reviewed the Councilor’s meeting held at ANTEC March 27, 2023 from 10:00 am to 
2:00 pm. When magnified the majority of this is readable, but if more detail is desired, ask Sassan.

Sassan continued review of slides from ANTEC Councilor Meeting. Ellen Lee’s addition to board was



met with approval from the group..

Sassan continued review of finances and challenges. Dave noted that in another year or so journal 
revenue will disappear creating a $1M + hole to be filled and increasing the challenge.  2026 
budget revenue pie chart shows 18% revenue from journals, but that did not seem correct.



Sassan introduced us to 3D Natives. SPE bought 3D
Natives in the hope of developing a new revenue stream.
Some concerns were raised about a non profit such as SPE
buying a for profit entity. Sassan told us the details and
legalities of that were all worked out and there are no
problems. Bob pointed out SME bought Tooling U in 2010
and that has been a success. So there is a precedent and it
may work out. Sassan was asked how much SPE paid for
3D Natives.



He said it was a private sale and nondisclosure agreements were signed so no one in SPE knows 
except those directly involved. Consensus was that this does not pass the “smell test” however it 
may work out but it would be nice to know who is profiting from the deal.
Neil said since 3D Natives is primarily a European operation perhaps SPE is focusing more 
internationally. Tom Pickett pointed out that the international / Europe focus had been tried in the 
past but abandoned. But with a Europe based entity, perhaps there was a better chance of success.
Considerable discussion was held concerning the challenges SPE is facing financially and the 
similarities we are facing with our conferences and events and the need to pivot to find the new 
markets. 3D Natives slide deck available from Sassan on request.
Sassan also presented slides from Leadership Roundtable Summary by Scott Eastman, VP of 
Chapters.

President Elect Fang Wang
House and Programs  Martin Popella
Martin reviewed Element Technologies Tour which was a success. There was an excellent 
presentation of plastics failure by Todd Menna, PhD (president of Milwaukee Section) and a tour 
that demonstrated the shift to EVs as the testing was dominated by testing of EV components, 
primarily batteries and temperature management systems and components of those systems.
We have set the date for a tour of Zero Tolerance Mold as June 5 and need to the word out. Karen 
has already sent out the draft flier for the tour. Bob said it is “draft” as it hasn’t been approved by 
Zero Tolerance yet, but since much of the information on Zero Tolerance is from their website, it 
should be close.

Martin showed us an email he received from SME that we need to review and see if we can adapt 
the idea of Cookies, Coffee, & Conversation to our events to improve networking. Jokingly (mostly) 
maybe brats, beer, cheese, and pretzels noting the success of the AM Implement event at Atwater 
Brewery and other similar types of venues we could use to focus on networking and information 
sharing.



Conversation centered on how to tie in these activities to events to promote the section and SPE 
membership.  
He mentioned SPE CENTRAL INDIANA SECTION 2023 DAY AT THE TRACK that he learned about 
from SPE Medical Division. Dave pointed out that the Indy Section (Central Indiana) was primary 
sponsor. This is another type of event along the lines of providing networking along with a fun 
event (rather than technically focused event). We have the opportunity to capitalize on The Grand 
Prix (next year) and or the Woodward Dream Cruise. Further offline discussion to be held.

Martin showed an updated planning calendar. Dates run out into 2025, only selective snips from 
the calendar are included in the minutes.



Membership/NextGen Laura Shereda/Dr. Mahmoodul Haq
Mahmoodul talked to Sandra and Neil at AutoEPCON as well as students from other universities to 
get ideas to generate more student involvement transitioning into professional membership and 
participation. He is considering an inter-chapter event – meeting /workshop where students can 
present to the membership. Mahmoodul said he is willing to go to other universities in the area to 
present to students in an attempt to increase membership. He said he liked the SPE Detroit table at
AutoEPCON and would like to expand it and do more with it.
He thought the Daniel Pisarski presentation at AutoEPCON where Daniel received and award and 
detailed his experience with SPE and development through his AutoEPCON experiences over the 
last several years. He suggested a program for students to make ~90 Second YouTube videos on 
impact of SPE on them and perhaps give 10% off on young professional membership. 

He thought we needed to post more on linked in and get more board profiles published. We also 
should leverage PlastiVan® contacts to reach more in both industry and academics.
Mahmoodul suggested offering students a 20% discount for signing up for three years after 
graduation. 
He also thinks we should be a minor sponsor to Formula SAE teams, get our logo on Formula SAE 
cars and use that as a recruiting mechanism for SPE student Neil commented we need to develop 
the ideas as we find new ways to grow differently. We’ll need to assign teams to work on these 
ideas. Dave commented grant proposals almost are required to include a plan on how they will 
improve DEI and public outreach. Mahmoodul agreed and said we can use the DEI issue  to forge 
new partnerships.

Nominations/Elections OPEN/Fang Wang/Bob Petrach
Bob is acting as temporary chair with support from Dave and Lyle. We do need a chair.

Bob reviewed the slides.  Voter turnout was very low. SPE was asked to investigate. SPE IT found no
instances where ballots did not go out on their end unless there was a problem with member email
address. Those have been corrected.
Ballots will be sent out again on May 15 to those who did not vote. New deadline to be May 22, 
midnight. 
It was stressed that there is a new to whitelist spe@4spe.org email address so that your system 
does not send to SPAM folder or simply reject. 
Dave said that for Injection Molding Division Hoa Pham send out emails. We need to have the 
Membership Committee to review the list as they are the only ones who have access. Neil has 

mailto:spe@4spe.org


special access and alps will review.
Awards OPEN /Fang Wang
Bob reviewed selection criteria and decision making responsibility and past recipients of awards in 
his slides. He has been trying to compile information and summarize from information he had from
Nippani and Pete, but there are many holes at this time. Also, for instance, there are discrepancies 
between selection authority and practice in some instances. For example, Outstanding Member 
selection responsibility is listed as President - Elect and the person nominating but in practice the 
board has voted for this selection and Individual Star Awards shows President and the directors 
making the selection but typically it has been President and the Awards Committee and is a 
surprise to honoree at time of presentation.
Bob will send out further review of awards before the June 19 meeting.
Awards committee, per information from Pete, included members – Tom Powers, Norm Kakarala, 
Sassan Tarahomi, and Pete Grelle. After discussion current committee is to consist of Tom Powers, 
Norm Kakarala, Sassan Tarahomi, Armando Sardanopoli, and Bob Petrach, with Neil Fuenmayor 
and Rob Philp as President and President Elect. Bob will put together some additional information 
and ask Karen to set up a Zoom meeting of the committee within the next 3-4 weeks.
Please feel free to make nominations and suggestions for changes to the process. Bob noted that 
responsibility for section. Awards work needs to be completed for presentation at Kickoff meeting.
We have HSM nominee, Dave Okonski.

AutoEPCON                                Dave Okonski Sandra McClelland
Dave reported a successful AutoEPCON was held May 2, at Detroit Marriott – Troy. 
AutoEPCON can best be described as stable. There were 260 registered attendees this year 
compared to 280 last year. About 240 attended and target was 300. At this time still reviewing data 
from show. RAPID show in Chicago (May 2+4) took away some attendees and sponsors and JEC 
World 2023 in Paris the week before reduced participants coming form Europe.
Estimate about $60K revenue, $48K expenses so roughly $12K profit down from a typical $20K.
Everything ran well, technical programs were excellent, Student poster session was excellent with 7
(out of an expected 10) with 4 awards given, 1st, 2nd, and a tie at 3rd, with special award give to 



Daniel Pisarski for his years as a student moderator and participant.
Dave noted SPE Detroit Board Participation was excellent. Lyle commented the panel discussion on 
additive was excellent and we should do more panel discussions like that one. Lyle also said he 
peaked in a the lunch room and thought the lunch appear “pretty spartan” and asked if there was a
problem with sponsorship. He noted no table cloths and no center pieces. There were no 
centerpieces, but table cloths were there and Dave indicated there was no money problem or 
attempt to reduce lunch cost and the expected number of lunches were used. Room set up did 
have a lot of partial tables, but typically on the one day conference lunch attendance is not great.

TPO  Neil Fuenmayor
Neil did not review slides but has them available on request. He reported there will be an on demand 
recording of the event. As a revenue generator, it will be available for a fee for those who cannot attend the
conference.
Targeting 500 attendees, had 650 last year. Trying to grow global participation and OEM and Tier 1 are 
focus. Trying to arrange a plant tour. Will have some commercial presentations to give more opportunity to 
sponsors. Need an OEM keynote.
Currently have 43 sponsors but are lacking in Platinum sponsors, companies seem reluctant to step up to 
the expense of Platinum. Lyle noted with Bill moving to Texas, that he, Lyle, is acting as Bill’s backup.

Newsletter Eve Vitale
Eve passed out printed copies of the March Newsletter, She stressed deadline for content for next 
newsletter is May 19. Eve will send out another reminder. She very briefly reviewed the 3 slides 
below as we were running late. She will have planned events including the August 12 family picnic 
in the newsletter.

Website Rob Philp
Rob presented plans for website revisions with a review of template being used demonstrating the 
video content and modernization of the website. Cost from Big Water will be $4500, invoice has 
been sent to Tom Powers. Once paid, work should be done in about 2 months. Emails will also be 
migrated to Big Water’s server and we expect some cost savings there.

First Vice President  Rob Philp
Advertising Fang Wang/Neil Fuenmayor
No Update. (Other than that in President’s report about new SPE Detroit membership table was 
used at AutoEPCON).
Sponsorships  Fang Wang
No Update, no activity.
Historian Bob Petrach
No Update, no activity.



Golf Outing Dawn Cooper
Dawn reported that it is set for June 20 (the Tuesday after June 19 planning meeting) Pricing and 
flier are out through email and various social media but still need to push. Currently have 12 
foursomes, need 20 foursomes to break even. We have some great prizes and will have a silent 
auction. Have a lunch sponsor but still need a dinner sponsor.
Neil – NEED TO PROMOTE, PROMOTE, PROMOTE.

Toy Program Dawn Cooper
Dawn said Stephanie at APT said they plan to work with us. Need to work out details and start 
work on material donations. 

Materials Auction Dawn Cooper
There is a planned Materials Auction for 2023/2024 in January or February 2024 still at a casino 
downtown. Dawn is getting venue quotes. She said the real work starts in October.

Inter-society Bob Petrach
ESD Gold Award Program was in person, on Wednesday, March 15, at ESD HQ in Southfield.
Neil Fuenmayor, Fang Wang, and Bob Petrach represented SPE Detroit. As guests we had Angela 
Grelle, Peter Grelle’s widow and Pete’s niece Jackie Smiatacz as ESD allowed us to do a memorial to
Pete.
Gold Award honoree was Robert Bordley, PhD who was nominated by INCOSE.
At the April 19 ESD Affiliate Council Meeting we had a presentation by Steve Rhode, PhD, FSAE, 
FASME, on "The History, Status & Future of Virtual Product Development: An Automotive 
Perspective."
Next Affiliate Council Meeting will be May 17, 2023 when available, information will be forwarded.
Lyle noted May 23 is SAE Foundation Dinner held at the Henry Ford. Karen has a full table of RSVP s
with a waiting list if someone drops off. She will send out a reminder to those planning on 
attending.

Second Vice-President Dawn Cooper
Education Sandra McClelland
Education Committee consists of Sandra, Todd, Tom Miller, Neil (President) and Rob (President 
Elect) and Tom Powers (Treasurer).
Sandra reviewed report.
Budget is on track. All
PlastiVan® funds expenditures
were completed in March. A
recent $5000 payment to MSU
student chapter is not
reflected in this report. There
were no PlastiVideo®
expenditures this year.

Sandra noted SAE Foundation
Dinner this year was not a



budget hit as it was paid for in 2020 and since when reactivated last year, fell on AutoEPCON date 
SAE moved credit to this year. Essay contest comes out of Area Programs line.
Eve has requested $75,000 for PlastiVan® visits for 2023-2024.
PlastiVan® visits (2022-2023) Essay Contest

Four of the winning essays for the North contest were from 
Clare Middle School this year. Chris Surbrook will represent 
SPE Detroit at their Awards night June 1st as Todd is out of 
town on business.
2023-2024 Scholarship application link is live.
https://spedetroit.org/?page_id=2648
Deadline for submissions is August 11, 2023.
Tom Miller reviewed scholarship selection criteria which is 
listed on the website at https://spedetroit.org/?
page_id=1517 .  

He also reviewed awards calculation considerations.

Tom then showed us a very impressive tracking of scholarship recipients post graduation. He 
started working on the slide that follow at the request of Laura Shereda when she was President.

https://spedetroit.org/?page_id=1517
https://spedetroit.org/?page_id=1517
https://spedetroit.org/?page_id=1517


The impressive work done on tracking scholarship recipients generated a wealth of ideas of how to 
use this information to show the great success and possibilities to generate more funding and 
expand further. Clearly the dollars spent are helping the industry.
Neil suggested we do some “where are they now” articles in the newsletter. Dillon Frost, a 3 year 
scholarship recipient in attendance at today’s meeting could be featured. Rob suggested marketing 
golf outing to companies where these past scholarship recipients currently work and publicize the 
companies that provided internships. Dillon will encourage his company (Mitsui) to send two 
foursomes.



Sandra suggested we expand use of social media to publicize beyond newsletter efforts. Neil said 
we need to generate the content first then determine how to disseminate. Sandra said Samantha 
Chouinard, a 4 year scholarship recipient, will write up her experience and what the scholarships 
meant to her.
Fang suggested we do some videos and put them on the new website, Rob said we should also 
shows these metrics at the trade shows. Dave and Bill supported this use of these metrics. It was 
noted again that Sandra presented a special award to Daniel Pisarski at AutoEPCON. Dillon’s 
acceptance speech was great. It was suggested he be asked to do a video with similar content as a 
testimonial on the website.
Neil thanked Tom and Sandra for the excellent information and appreciation for the effort involved 
in compiling.
Neil asked that Dr. Haq be added to Education Committee.

Armando gave a followup on SME Prime program and his efforts to contact the person in charge. 
She has been out of the country but he will continue to work on the effort to get some plastics 
programming into the program..

Eve (very briefly) showed her slides and thanked the board for support. Slides are here for further 
review.

Note 2023-2024 funding requests.
Questions should be addressed to Eve at SPE 
FOUNDATION
83 Wooster Heights Road Suite 125
Danbury, CT 06810 
Eve Vitale Chief Executive
+1810.814.6412
evitale@4spe.org 
www.SPEFoundation.org   www.4spe.org 

http://www.4spe.org/
http://www.SPEFoundation.org/
mailto:evitale@4spe.org


Old/New Business                                                                                 Neil Fuenmayor
Old Business
Sassan suggested that we take a look at doing an online Material Auction and holding it year round.
He and many others have had material donations available but usually the material must move 
within weeks or a month and cannot wait for our Materials Auction. Neil thought creating a 
marketplace was a great idea and suggested we have more conversation off line.

Sassan also suggested we add another technical conference to the two we already have.
Neil said there had been some discussion on a recycling and sustainability conference. Fang 
suggested co-locating (or locating near) and in time proximity to SAE World Congress which is 
typically mid to late April. (WCX™ World Congress is schedule for 16 - 18 Apr 2024)
Of course manpower is a concern, more discussion to be held off line.

Lyle moved to adjourn, Rob seconded. Meeting closed at 8:53
Next board meeting is the 2023-2024 Planning meeting June 19, 2023 held in person at MSU 
Management Education Center 811 W Square Lake Rd, Troy, MI 48098 on. Neil asked that board 
members make every effort to attend in person. 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Bob Petrach, Secretary SPE Detroit.
Agenda follows.
 




